
Intuity ®

Benching

Many organisations are faced with the task of optimising the footprint without 

overcrowding. At the same time, there is a drive to embed collaboration and 

creativity throughout, while still offering space for individual work. Intuity makes 

it easy to design an inspiring, engaging environment that gives people places to 

think and work independently, but also encourages collaboration.



A Simple Solution

Part of Haworth’s Integrated Palette™, Intuity is a simple solution to 

the complex challenge of supporting the always evolving needs of 

people, technology, and workstyles within a workplace. Intuity can 

help create a dynamic environment of spaces that allow for both 

individual work and collaboration—even in smaller footprints. Easy 

to specify and install, Intuity consists of a modular kit of parts to 

optimize space and allow easy expansion for growth. 

Features

Every Intuity benching application begins with a starter kit that 

includes the basics for creating one single- or double-sided unit 

(worksurfaces are specified separately). 

Simple modular kit of parts – Creates a variety of space-saving 

configurations that can be easily installed to support diverse 

workstyles and adapted to accommodate changing needs. 

Add-on kits – Allow quick, easy bench extension and additional 

configurations to support change and growth.

Rectangular and 120-degree worksurfaces – Expand your 

configuration options and create an engaging, organic environment, 

while maintaining a simple kit of parts.

Optional split, full-access hatch – Allows access to power and data 

at the rear of the worksurface when needed, and stays flush with the 

worksurface when not in use.

Steel leg design – Available in angled or straight profiles to 

complement any space.

Colors, Materials, Finishes

Work surfaces are offered in laminate and wood options to create 

engaging, comfortable spaces. Steel legs are available in a variety of 

paint colors to match your environment. Screens can be specified in 

fabric, markerboard, laminate, wood, and glass for a unique aesthetic 

and to provide a level of privacy. 

Certifications

• BIFMA® LEVEL® 3 certified

• GREENGUARD® GOLD certified

• Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) certified
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